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(D is the cylinder diameter). Results show that surface roughness triggers the tran-
sition to turbulence in the boundary layer at all Reynolds numbers, thus leading
to an early separation caused by the increased momentum deficit, especially at
transcritical Reynolds numbers. Even at subcritical Reynolds numbers, boundary
layer instabilities are triggered in the roughness sublayer and eventually lead to
the transition to turbulence. The early separation at transcritical Reynolds num-
bers leads to a wake topology similar to that of the subcritical regime, resulting
in an increased drag coe cient and lower Strouhal number. Turbulent statistics
in the wake are also a↵ected by roughness; the Reynolds stresses are larger due
to the increased turbulent kinetic energy production in the boundary layer and
separated shear layers close to the cylinder shoulders.
Keywords LES, vortex shedding, wakes, roughness
1 Introduction
Surface roughness is present in many engineering applications and its e↵ects on
turbulent boundary layers are of interest in aerodynamics, turbo-machinery, the
earth sciences, and other disciplines. The e↵ect of roughness has been the focus
of much research (see for instance Raupach et al. (1991), Jimenez (2004), Flack
and Schultz (2014)). Most of the investigations in this area, however, have been
performed on fully developed turbulent pipes and channels, and in zero-pressure-
gradient turbulent boundary layers. In the particular case of cylinders, roughness
may cause early transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer,
and may also change the way the flow develops behind the cylinder (see for instance
Achenbach and Heinecke (1981)).
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In the flow past smooth circular cylinders, di↵erent flow regimes can be ob-
served depending on the boundary layer behaviour. According to Roshko (1961)
there are four regimes: subcritical with laminar separation, critical with a rapid
decrease in the drag coe cient and the formation of an asymmetric laminar sep-
aration bubble (LSB), supercritical with a plateau in the drag and two symmet-
ric LSBs followed by turbulent separation, and transcritical, where separation is
purely turbulent. A detailed description of these flow regimes can be found in the
review by Williamson (1996). Considerable work has been carried out measur-
ing flow parameters (drag and lift coe cients, non-dimensional vortex shedding
frequency, amongst others) at the di↵erent Reynolds numbers, and in particular,
in the critical and supercritical regimes (see for instance Wieselsberger (1921),
Bursnall and Loftin (1951), Delany and Sorensen (1953), Achenbach and Heinecke
(1981), Schewe (1983), Lehmkuhl et al. (2014), Rodr´ıguez et al. (2015)).
Similar regimes were defined for the rough cylinder by Achenbach (1971), based
on his drag measurements (see figure 1). In the subcritical regime, the boundary
layer is not influenced by the roughness. With the increase in the Reynolds number,
the flow enters the critical regime and there is a drop in the drag coe cient: the
onset of the critical transition is shifted to lower Reynolds numbers (Szechenyi,
1975) as the roughness height increases, but the minimum drag coe cient is larger
than that on a smooth cylinder, due to the transition to turbulence occurring
at lower Reynolds numbers, and to an earlier separation due to the increased
drag (and momentum deficit) caused by the roughness (Fage and Warsap, 1929;
Achenbach, 1971; Gu¨ven et al., 1980; Shih et al., 1993). The region between the
minimum drag coe cient and the zone where the Reynolds number reaches a
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Fig. 1: Flow regimes in the flow past rough and smooth cylinders. SC - subcritical,
C - critical, SpC super-critical, TC - transcritical
plateau is the supercritical regime; in the transcritical regime the drag remains
constant, independent of the Reynolds numbers.
The shift in the critical regime to lower Reynolds numbers is documented by
the experiments of Fage and Warsap (1929) and was later confirmed by other ex-
periments such as those conducted by Achenbach (1971). Batham (1973) measured
the pressure distributions on smooth and rough cylinders in both uniform flow and
turbulent stream in the critical regime, and discovered that pressure distribution
and separation point can be changed due to the e↵ects of roughness and inlet
turbulent levels.
Pressure distributions and boundary layer development on rough cylinders were
also measured by Gu¨ven et al. (1980). Achenbach’s (1971) observations on the drag
coe cient independence on the Reynolds number in the transcritical regime are
confirmed by their work. Moreover, increase of the roughness size is seen to lead to
a thicker boundary layer with early separation and smaller pressure recovery. Also,
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in agreement with Achenbach (1971), the influence of roughness on the flow regime
and the reduction of the minimum drag as the roughness size increases is confirmed
by Buresti (1981). Nakamura and Tomonari (1982) observe that roughness causes
early transition, but also that using localized roughness a drag coe cient lower
than that of the distributed roughness can be obtained in the transcritical regime.
Mean and fluctuating forces on di↵erent types of rough surfaces were measured by
Ribeiro (1991b,a). In his studies, all roughness types triggered early transition to
turbulence, ribs being more e cient at reducing the drag coe cient.
More recently, other type of surfaces, such as grooved cylinders, have been the
focus of investigations. For instance, Lee et al. (2005) performed experiments on
the influence of V-grooved micro-riblet films on the drag coe cient for a circular
cylinder at low Reynolds numbers. However, whether this is beneficial can not be
determined from their experiments as reductions in the drag coe cient of 7% are
found at Re “ 3.6ˆ103 but increases 4% at Re “ 3.6ˆ104. In contrast, Quintavalla
et al. (2013) test di↵erent cylinders with grooved surface and report a considerable
drag reduction when compared to the smooth cylinder, in most of the cases.
Most of the experimental studies carried out so far focus on mean forces and
vortex shedding measurements, while quantitative studies of the flow field, in-
cluding measurements of the mean and fluctuating quantities around the rough
cylinder are scarce. The present work pays particular attention to how the changes
roughness introduces in the boundary layer a↵ect the transition to turbulence and,
as a consequence, the flow conditions behind the cylinder. To do this, the flow
past a rough cylinder at a Reynolds numbers of Re “ 3.0 ˆ 104, 4.2 ˆ 104 and
4.2 ˆ 105 with a sand-grain surface with roughness height k » 0.02D is studied
by means of large-eddy simulations (LES). According to Achenbach (1971), these
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Reynolds numbers should correspond to subcritical, critical and transcritical flow
regimes, respectively. Thus, changes due to surface roughness in the flow param-
eters, boundary layer and flow topology behind the cylinder can be analysed for
the di↵erent regimes and by means of the direct comparison with available results
for the smooth cylinder.
2 Mathematical and numerical models
The spatially filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (Leonard, 1975) can
be written as
Bui
Bxi “ 0 (1)
Bui
Bt `
Buiuj
Bxj ´ ⌫
B2ui
BxjBxj ` ⇢
´1 Bp
Bxi ´ Fi “ ´
BTij
Bxj (2)
where xi are the spatial coordinates (or x, y, and z) in the stream-wise, cross-
stream and span-wise directions. ui (or u, v, and w) stand for the filtered velocity
components and p is the pressure. ⌫ is the kinematic viscosity and ⇢ the density
of the fluid. Fi is a body force used to impose the no-slip boundary condition on
the rough cylinder surface; it is non-zero only in the cells including part or all of a
roughness elements (Yuan and Piomelli, 2014b). In equation (2) Tij is the subgrid
scale (SGS) stress tensor, which must be modelled. Its deviatoric part is given by
Tij ´ 13Tkk ij “ ´2⌫sgsSij (3)
where Sij “ 12
`
gij ` gji
˘
is the large-scale rate-of-strain tensor, and gij “ Bui{Bxj .
 ij is the Kronecker delta. The formulation is closed by an appropriate expression
for the subgrid-scale viscosity, ⌫sgs. In this project the wall-adapting local-eddy
viscosity model (WALE) (Nicoud and Ducros, 1999) is used. This model yielded
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good results in previous simulations of the smooth cylinder at critical and su-
percritical Reynolds numbers (see Lehmkuhl et al. (2014) and Rodr´ıguez et al.
(2015)).
The governing equations are discretised on a collocated unstructured grid ar-
rangement using second-order spectrum-consistent schemes. Such schemes are con-
servative, i.e., the symmetry properties of the continuous di↵erential operators are
preserved, and both stability and conservation of the kinetic-energy are ensured,
even at high Reynolds numbers and with coarse grids (Jofre et al., 2014; Trias
et al., 2014). A self-adaptive two-step linear explicit scheme on a fractional-step
method for the convective and di↵usive terms (Trias and Lehmkuhl, 2011) is used
for the temporal discretisation of the momentum equation, while an implicit first-
order scheme is implemented for the pressure gradient. For more details about
the numerical method, the user is referred to Rodr´ıguez et al. (2011); Jofre et al.
(2014); Trias et al. (2014).
An immersed boundary method (IBM) is used to recover a smooth no-slip
boundary condition on the rough cylinder surface. It is based on the volume-of-
fluid approach, i.e., the volume fraction occupied by the fluid of each cell is used
in the fractional-step framework to correct the predicted velocity and enforce the
no-slip condition on the rough surface. For more details the reader is referred to
Scotti (2006); Yuan and Piomelli (2014a,b). To represent the roughness, following
the model proposed by Scotti (2006) , the cylinder surface is divided into n✓ ˆ nz
cells of side 2k{D. Within each cell, randomly rotated ellipsoids with semi-axes
k{D, 1.4k{D and 2k{D are placed (k is the roughness height, see Table 1). At the
Reynolds numbers of the present calculations, this model results in an equivalent
sand-grain roughness ks{D » 0.02 ´ 0.03 (Yuan and Piomelli, 2015). The volume
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fraction for a given mesh and roughness height is then calculated once during
pre-processing. It is important to stress that this sandgrain model produces a
’grey’ interface between the roughness and the fluid whose location depend on the
grid size. However, as discussed in Yuan and Piomelli (2014b), the flow around a
roughness element is not the focus for the fluid application under study and thus,
this treatment does not a↵ect greatly the statistics of the roughness sublayer and
the cylinder wake.
The Poisson system derived from the incompressibility constraint is solved
using a memory-aware auto-tuned Poisson solver for problems with one Fourier
diagonalizable direction. This diagonalization decomposes the original 3D system
into a set of independent 2D subsystems. The algorithm focuses on optimising
the memory allocations and transactions by taking into account redundancies on
such 2D subsystems. Moreover, it takes advantage of the grid uniformity in the
periodic direction for its vectorisation. This approach automatically optimises the
choice of the preconditioner used for the solution of each frequency subsystem
and dynamically balances its parallel distribution, constituting a highly e cient
and robust HPC Poisson solver. This strategy allows to involve larger number of
parallel processes in a single task, with less RAM memory per parallel process
(Borrell et al., 2011, 2016).
2.1 Definition of the case and boundary conditions
The flow past a rough circular cylinder at Reynolds numbers Re “ 3ˆ 104, 4.2ˆ
104, 4.2ˆ105 with a sand-grain surface with height k{D » 0.02 is considered. Here,
the Reynolds number Re “ Uref D{⌫ is defined in terms of the cylinder diameter
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2: (a) Visualization of the sand-grain surface coloured by the height of the
surface (r{D ´ 0.5, r is the radial distance from the cylinder centre). Note that
in the figure the roughness is represented by the fraction of volume   “ 0.5 ; (b)
Detail of the mesh near the wall.
D and the free-stream velocity Uref . As the value of the surface roughness is
quite high (k{D » 0.02) it would be interesting to analyse how roughness a↵ect
the wake at these di↵erent Reynolds numbers and if the regimes observed by
Achenbach (1971) here apply. Also note that for the smooth cylinder the first two
Reynolds numbers correspond to the subcritical regime, whereas the last one is
in the critical regime (see for instance Achenbach (1971); Lehmkuhl et al. (2014);
Rodr´ıguez et al. (2015)).
The cases are solved in a computational domain of dimensions x ” r´10D :
20Ds; y ” r´10D : 10Ds in the stream-wise and cross-stream directions and three
di↵erent span-wise lengths of 0.96D, 1.92D and 3.84D, with a circular cylinder
of diameter D at p0, 0, 0q. The dimensions of the domain in the stream-wise and
cross-stream directions must be su cient to contain the largest structures and
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allow the flow on the cylinder to be una↵ected by the boundary conditions. This
is especially true for the cross-stream direction where symmetry conditions are
prescribed. Since the boundary does not allow fluxes to cross, the boundary should
be placed far from the cylinder surface. In this work it is placed at a distance of
10D from the cylinder; both streamwise and cross-stream domain sizes have been
proven to be su cient in similar flows (see for instance Lehmkuhl et al. (2013,
2014); Rodr´ıguez et al. (2015); Aljure et al. (2017)). The boundary conditions
at the inflow consist of a uniform velocity pu, v, wq “ p1, 0, 0q. At the outlet, a
pressure-based condition is used (see for instance Rodr´ıguez et al. (2011). In the
span-wise direction periodic boundary conditions are imposed.
At the cylinder surface, as commented previously a virtual sandpaper is used
to impose the roughness (Scotti, 2006; Yuan and Piomelli, 2014b,a). A detail of the
resulting sand-grain roughness surface is shown in figure 2, where the visualisation
of the fraction of volume   “ 0.5 is shown, to represent the shape of the rough
wall.
A two-dimensional unstructured grid with a constant step in the span-wise di-
rection is extruded to obtain the three-dimensional mesh. A prism layer around the
cylinder surface extending up to the edge of the roughness sublayer, is constructed
in the two-dimensional mesh. Beyond this distance from the wall an unstructured
grid is used. Yuan and Piomelli (2014b) determined the maximum grid spacing
required to represent this kind of surface roughness accurately. On this basis, in
the present work, each roughness element is resolved by n✓ˆnz cells (see Table 1)
of the superficial mesh with 30´ 60 points below the roughness crest in the wall-
normal direction. Moreover, as the grid used is unstructured, more control volumes
are clustered close to the cylinder and in the near wake, whereas away from the
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region of interest the mesh requirements are progressively relaxed (see figure 2b).
Details about the meshes used are given in Table 1.
2.2 Mesh sensitivity studies
As previously mentioned, three span-wise lengths and three levels of resolution
of the roughness elements are considered here. In table 2, the results of the drag
coe cient, fluctuating drag and lift coe cients, minimum and base pressure coef-
ficients, the location of the minimum pressure coe cient and the non-dimensional
vortex shedding frequency are given for each of the meshes at Re “ 4.2ˆ 104.
The cases are simulated for a su ciently long period of time to obtain con-
verged statistics. For all simulations an initial transient period of roughly 60 time
units (TU “ tUref {D=60) is discarded, to ensure statistically steady state is
reached and all transients have been washed out. After that statistics are collected.
In order to ensure this is su cient integration time, the value of the averaged drag
and lift fluctuations were also determined over the last half of the simulations.
These values are within 1.2% of the value determined over the whole simulation,
assuring well converged statistics.
Roughness resolution has an important e↵ect on the drag coe cient and on
the base pressure. Note that the drag coe cient changes by 21.4% when roughness
resolution is doubled for span-wise length of Lz{D “ 0.96 (meshes M0 and M1),
while for Lz{D “ 1.92 the change in the drag coe cient is about 13.6%. On the
other hand, the increase in the span-wise length of the domain greatly a↵ects the
fluctuating lift and drag coe cients. For instance, for surface roughness resolution
of 16ˆ16 doubling the span-wise size of the domain (meshes M4 and M6) represents
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a change in the fluctuating drag and lift of about 44% and 30.5%, respectively,
whereas the change in the drag coe cient is 8%.
In general, both roughness resolution and span-wise size of the domain are
important for the flow parameters. Analysing the results presented in Table 2 for
the roughness resolution, at least a number of 16ˆ 16 grid points might be neces-
sary to resolve each surface roughness sample. Regarding the span-wise length of
the domain, it is not only related with the size of span-wise coherent structures
that might be being truncated by a smaller length, but also with the number of
surface roughness elements considered. An insu cient sampling might a↵ect the
distribution of the total drag on the surface as was shown by Yuan and Piomelli
(2014b). Thus, considering that both drag and fluctuating lift are a↵ected by the
randomness of the surface distribution, the larger the span-wise size of the domain,
the larger the number of roughness samples considered and a better representa-
tion of the surface. For the sizes considered in Table 2, it seems that in terms
of these quantities, there is still a large deviation if domain sizes of Lz “ 1.92D
and Lz “ 3.84D are compared (meshes M4 and M6). However, in terms of wake
statistics a span-wise length of Lz “ 3.84D should be enough to contain all rel-
evant structures of the flow. The span-wise correlation was reported to vary as
 z{D “ 20Re´0.5 at low Reynolds numbers (Mansy et al., 1994). In the range up
to Re “ 2.1 ˆ 104, it was observed to be  z{D « 1 irrespective of the Reynolds
number (Norberg, 1998), whereas in the critical regime it was measured around
 z{D « 1.4 by Humphreys (1960) and lower than 1 by Lehmkuhl et al. (2014).
In order to check if Lz “ 3.84D is enough to accommodate larger structures,
two-point correlations at di↵erent locations were evaluated. The one-dimensional
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Fig. 3: One-dimensional two-point correlations at di↵erent locations (a) at px, yq ”
p0.0, 0.54q and (b) at px, yq ” p2, 0.0q for Re “ 3.0ˆ 104
two-point correlation of the fluctuating variable  1 “  ´ †   ° is defined as
<  px, y,  zq “ x 
1px, y, z, tq  1px, y, z `  z, tqy
x 12y (4)
where x¨y denotes averaging over time. In figure 3, two-point correlations at the
cylinder apex px, yq ” p0.0, 0.54q and at the wake centreline px, yq ” p2, 0.0q are
plotted for Re “ 3.0ˆ104. In the location close to the cylinder apex, in the rough-
ness sublayer, correlations drop to zero much faster than in the wake centreline,
where larger structures are observed. Nonetheless, the spanwise length used seems
to be acceptable for these Reynolds numbers.
In order to further analyse the e↵ect of the span-wise size of the domain,
the stream-wise velocity and its fluctuations are plotted in figure 4 at x{D “
0.97 for Lz “ 1.92D and Lz “ 3.84D. As can be seen from the figure, a fair
agreement is found between the statistics for the two domain sizes, the largest
di↵erences being around 4% in the magnitude of the peaks. Owing to these results,
in the present work the mesh M6 with a span-wise length of Lz{D “ 3.84 and a
16 Ivette Rodriguez et al.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the wake statistics at x{D “ 0.97 for two span-wise size of the
domain. (a) stream-wise velocity and (b) stream-wise root-mean-square velocity.
roughness resolution of 16ˆ 16 grid points is used. A larger span-wise domain or
finer roughness resolution would be preferable, but it was considered that the final
mesh should be a trade-o↵ between accuracy and computational e↵ort required.
Finally, the resolution of the grid used in the simulations has been assessed by
evaluating the ratio of the resolved scales to an estimate of the Kolmogorov length
scale at each control volume. Here the Kolmogorov length scale is evaluated as
⌘ “ p⌫3{✏q1{4, where the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate is estimated as
✏ “ p⌫ ` ⌫sgsq Bu
1
i
Bxk
Bu1i
Bxk (5)
For the largest Reynolds number, i.e., Re “ 4.2ˆ105, this ratio is of the order of 3 to
9 in the near wake, i.e. x{D § 5. According to Pope (2000) the motions responsible
for the dissipation of a scale larger than that of the Kolmogorov scale and in the
range of 8⌘ to 60⌘, the peak of the dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy occurs
at approximately 24⌘. Thus, the grid used in the present work is capable of solving
large part of the dissipation, indicative of the very good resolution achieved.
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Fig. 5: (a) Drag coe cient and (b) non-dimensional vortex shedding frequency.
Comparison with available results in the literature. ks{D “ 3ˆ 10´2 (Achenbach
and Heinecke, 1981), ` ks{D “ 2 ˆ 10´2 (Fage and Warsap, 1929), ks{D “
1.2ˆ10´2 (Buresti, 1981), ˚ ks{D “ 9ˆ10´3(Achenbach, 1971), ks{D “ 9ˆ10´3
(Achenbach and Heinecke, 1981), ks{D “ 9 ˆ 10´3 (Fage and Warsap, 1929),
ks{D “ 7ˆ 10´3 (Buresti, 1981), present LES
3 Results
As defined in section 2.1, LES numerical simulations are performed on rough
cylinders for three di↵erent Reynolds numbers of Re “ 3ˆ104, 4.2ˆ104, 4.2ˆ105.
3.1 Flow parameters
The variation of the drag coe cient and the non-dimensional vortex shedding
frequency with the Reynolds number is plotted in figure 5. For comparison, exper-
imental data from Fage and Warsap (1929) (ks{D “ 2ˆ10´2 and ks{D “ 9ˆ10´3),
Achenbach (1971) (ks{D “ 9 ˆ 10´3), Buresti (1981) (ks{D “ 1.2 ˆ 10´2) and
Achenbach and Heinecke (1981) (ks{D “ 3ˆ 10´2 and ks{D “ 9ˆ 10´3) are also
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given in the figure. Note the large scattering between the di↵erent experiments,
which makes a quantitative comparison di cult. This in part might be due to
the di↵erent experimental arrangements used but also to the di culties in esti-
mating the e↵ective size of the roughness elements. In most of the measurements,
the reported values of ks{D represent a rough estimate of the actual equivalent
surface roughness (Achenbach and Heinecke, 1981; Buresti, 1981; Gu¨ven et al.,
1980). Other experimental uncertainties reported are related to di culties in the
correction for wind tunnel blockage, end conditions issues caused by small gaps
that produce some departure from ideal two-dimensional flow conditions, amongst
others. A more complete discussion on the experimental conditions is given in
Appendix A. In spite of the aforementioned issues, numerical results obtained are
within the range of uncertainties reported and they seem to follow the same trend
as experimental data. However, it would be convenient to analyse in more detail
both the pressure distribution and the periodic behaviour of the forces acting on
the cylinder surface.
The pressure coe cient distribution along the cylinder circumference for the
di↵erent Reynolds numbers is shown in figure 6. For the two lower Reynolds num-
bers (i.e. Re “ 3ˆ 104 and Re “ 4.2ˆ 104) the pressure distribution is compared
with the measurements for the smooth cylinder performed by West and Apelt
(1981). They studied the e↵ect of the cylinder aspect ratio and blockage and re-
ported that for blockage larger than 6% considerable distortion of the flow might
be observed, whereas for low aspect ratios both drag coe cient and base pressure
are a↵ected. Considering the foregoing, in this study experimental data for aspect
ratio 10 and blockage of 3.5% are used.
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Fig. 6: Pressure coe cient distribution along the cylinder circumference. Compari-
son with experimental results. (a) Re “ 3ˆ104; (b) Re “ 4.2ˆ104; (c) Re “ 3ˆ105.
Experiments for the smooth cylinder are taken from West and Apelt (1981).
Measurements for the rough cylinder from Ribeiro (1991b) at Re “ 3.8 ˆ 105,
k{D “ 1.22 ˆ 10´2 and Nakamura and Tomonari (1982) at Re “ 1.7 ˆ 106,
k{D “ 1.0 ˆ 10´2. LES for the smooth cylinder at Re “ 5.3 ˆ 105 taken from
Lehmkuhl et al. (2014).
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For the rough cylinder at the high Reynolds number, the flow for this roughness
height is in the transcritical regime (Achenbach, 1971). In this regime, pressure
distribution and drag coe cient have a constant behaviour independently of the
Reynolds number, and only function of the roughness parameter (Achenbach, 1971;
Buresti, 1981). Thus, at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105, pressure distribution is compared with
the experimental measurements of Ribeiro (1991b) at Re “ 3.8 ˆ 105 and k{D “
1.22 ˆ 10´2 and with those of Nakamura and Tomonari (1982) at Re “ 1.7 ˆ 106
and k{D “ 1.0 ˆ 10´2. According to Lehmkuhl et al. (2014), for the smooth
cylinder at the Reynolds number under study the flow should be in the critical
regime, and flow symmetry is attained somewhere in between Re “ 3.8ˆ 105 and
Re “ 5.3 ˆ 105. Considering this, for comparison with the smooth cylinder, the
symmetric flow conditions observed at Re “ 5.3ˆ 105 are used here.
For Re “ 3ˆ 104 (figure 6a), the pressure distribution almost matches that of
the smooth cylinder and only small di↵erences are observed in the base pressure,
the rough cylinder being slightly less negative than the smooth one. Indeed, the
average drag coe cient obtained is in agreement with that measured on smooth
cylinders (see Table 3). As the Reynolds number increases, at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104,
there is a reduction in the drag coe cient, which seems to point out the onset
of the critical regime. For the roughness size under study, this decrease is about
15% compared to the smooth cylinder (see values in table 3). Actually, for the
smooth cylinder in the range of Reynolds numbers analysed, a plateau in the drag
coe cient is observed up until the flow enters the critical regime at Re « 2 ˆ
105, with CD “ 1.18 (Wieselsberger, 1921). If the pressure coe cient distribution
is compared with that of the smooth cylinder(see also figure 6b), the pressure
minimum is lower and there is a small increase in the base pressure. Contrary to
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the critical regime for smooth cylinders, characterised by the formation of a laminar
separation bubble (LSB) with delayed final turbulent separation of the boundary
layer (Bearman, 1969; Lehmkuhl et al., 2014), there is no presence here of LSBs
(a LSB can be identified as a plateau in the pressure coe cient distribution, e.g.
the plateau in the pressure observed for the smooth cylinder at ✓ « 100˝ figure
6c). This is in good agreement with previous experimental studies which no LSBs
are observed for relatively large values of surface roughness such as the one used
in the present work (Achenbach, 1971; Buresti, 1981).
One of the e↵ects of the roughness is to trigger early transition to turbu-
lence, shifting the critical regime to lower Reynolds numbers while the resulting
critical (minimum) drag coe cient increases as the roughness height increases
(Achenbach, 1971). Considering the flow regimes for the roughened cylinder iden-
tified by Achenbach (1971), for the particular cases considered here the flow at
Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105 (figure 6c) has already entered the transcritical regime. Indeed,
there is a recovery in the drag coe cient of about 9% (see table 3). Note that
in spite of the di↵erent Reynolds numbers for the experimental measurements
plotted in the figure, the pressure distributions along the cylinder are almost the
same, as in the transcritical regime the flow parameters attain a nearly constant
behaviour regardless of the Reynolds number and only depending on the rough-
ness size (Gu¨ven et al., 1980). The agreement of the numerical results obtained
with experimental data is also rather good; small di↵erences are expected as the
roughness height is not the same as in the experiments. However, if the rough-
ened cylinder is compared to the smooth one, large di↵erences are observed. As
was mentioned above, the flow for the smooth cylinder corresponds to the critical
regime where the magnitude of the minimum pressure has decreased almost to a
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minimum value while the delayed separation of the boundary layer has allowed a
recovery in the back pressure with the consequent decrease in the drag coe cient.
For the rough cylinder, the pressure minimum is considerably larger while the early
separation of the boundary layer has enlarged the base pressure zone in the rear
end of the cylinder. As will be further discussed, these changes in the boundary
layer not only introduce large changes in the forces acting on the cylinder but
also in the vortex shedding and flow topology. Also note that the location of the
minimum pressure moves slightly downstream towards the cylinder apex when the
drag is reduced from 1.073 to 0.994 (at Re “ 3.0 ˆ 104 and Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104, re-
spectively) and then, it moves upstream, towards the front stagnation point with
the further drag recovery. This behaviour is similar to the changes that occur in
the smooth cylinder when the flow goes from the subcritical to the critical regime,
but in this case changes are of a smaller magnitude compared to the smooth cylin-
der. Actually, the rather small changes in the drag coe cient seems to point out
that for larger roughness height the flow would shift directly from subcritical to
transcritical regime as Buresti (1981) suggested.x
The non-dimensional vortex shedding frequency is nearly independent of the
Reynolds number (figure 5b and table 3), with a value around fD{Uref « 0.206´
0.214. These values are quite close to those reported in the subcritical regime for
smooth cylinders and comparable to those reported by Buresti (1981). However,
compared to the experimental results of Achenbach and Heinecke (1981), large
di↵erences are observed, especially at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105. It should be stressed that
at this Reynolds number there are no other experimental measurements available
for rough cylinders. Yet, it is di cult to argue if these di↵erences are due to the
experimental arrangement (see discussion in appendix A) or to numerics. Note
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Fig. 7: Segment of the time history of ( ) lift and ( ) drag coe cients
for the rough and smooth cylinders (left) and energy spectrum of the lift fluctua-
tions (right). (a,b) Re “ 4.2ˆ 104 (rough cylinder), (c,d) Re “ 3.8ˆ 104 (smooth
cylinder), (e,f) Re “ 5.3ˆ 105 (smooth cylinder). Results for the smooth cylinder
are from Rodr´ıguez et al. (2015).
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also that at lower Reynolds number Achenbach and Heinecke (1981) results also
deviate from those of Buresti (1981) at comparable ks{D values.
On the other hand, if the vortex shedding frequency for the rough cylinder at
Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105 is compared to that of the smooth cylinder at similar Reynolds
numbers (see figure 7) there are also large di↵erences. In figure 7, the time history
of the drag and lift coe cients together with the energy spectrum of the lift fluc-
tuations are plotted. Lift fluctuations (CL,rms) are larger than the corresponding
values for the smooth cylinder in this range of Reynolds number (note the change
in the scale in figure 7c,e), whereas the vortex shedding frequency is lower for the
rough cylinder. This e↵ect is known to be related to the position of the boundary
layer separation, as both vortex shedding frequency and drag coe cient are af-
fected by this parameter (Roshko, 1954a). For the rough cylinder at all Reynolds
numbers, separation occurs before the cylinder apex (see discussion in section 3.3),
thus producing a wide wake behind the cylinder and a larger drag coe cient. In
contrast, for the smooth cylinder, Reynolds numbers around Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105 cor-
respond to the critical regime where separation is delayed. As a consequence, the
behaviour of the shear layers is altered, forming a narrow wake with a reduction of
the drag coe cient (Lehmkuhl et al., 2014; Rodr´ıguez et al., 2015). As suggested by
Roshko (1954b) and later confirmed by several experimental and numerical stud-
ies (Adachi, 1997; Yarusevych et al., 2009; Yeung, 2009; Rodr´ıguez et al., 2015),
a universal vortex shedding frequency (St˚ “ St,corrp1 ´ Cpbq´0.5dw{D « 0.164)
in terms of the wake width(dw) can be defined for the wake behind blu↵ bodies.
Thus, it should be expected that with the increase in the distance between both
shear layers and the wake width, the non-dimensional vortex shedding frequency
should decrease, as is seen for the rough cylinder. For the cases studied here,
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the non-dimensional vortex shedding frequency obtained are within 95% of the
value predicted by the correlation St˚ “ St,corrp1 ´ Cpbq´0.5dw{D « 0.164. Note
that for evaluating the correlation the wake width must to be estimated. In this
case, it is estimated following Norberg (1986) definition, also used in Rodr´ıguez
et al. (2015). According to this, the wake width is dw{D “ 1.123, 1.09, 1.136 for
Re “ 3.0ˆ 104, 4.2ˆ 104, 4.2ˆ 105, respectively.
3.2 Overview of the instantaneous flow
In figure 8, the instantaneous wake structures at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104 are shown by
means of isocontours of the second invariant of the velocity gradient (Q “ 15),
pressure fluctuations and turbulent kinetic energy. As has been discussed in the
previous section, vortex shedding does occur at all Reynolds numbers and, as can
be seen from figure 8a, a von Ka´rma´n vortex street is formed behind the cylinder.
The wake structure is quite similar for all Reynolds numbers and resembles that
formed behind a smooth cylinder in the subcritical regime, with large stream-wise
vortices connecting the two-dimensional vortex tubes. However, contrary to the
subcritical smooth cylinder, significant pressure fluctuations along the cylinder
can be observed (see figure 8b). These fluctuations are triggered on top of the
surface roughness elements and indicate a certain level of turbulent kinetic energy
along the cylinder boundary layer, as can also be observed in figure 8c, close to the
cylinder shoulder. Indeed, these fluctuations on top of the roughness elements are
responsible of rapidly triggering the transition to turbulence once the boundary
layer is detached from the cylinder, as can be see from the figure.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 8: Instantaneous flow structures at Re “ 4.2ˆ 104. (a) Q-isosurfaces Q “ 15;
and (b) pressure fluctuation isosurfaces p1{⇢ U2ref “ ´0.2 coloured by stream-wise
velocity; (c) turbulent kinetic energy
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Fig. 9: Instantaneous span-wise vortical structures. !z “ ˘15. (a) Re “ 3 ˆ 104;
(b) Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104; (c)Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105; (d) Re “ 3.8 ˆ 105 (smooth cylinder) and
(e) Re “ 5.3ˆ 105 (smooth cylinder)
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Fig. 10: Time history and power spectrum of the stream-wise velocity fluctuations
in the boundary layer at 45˝, 70˝ and 90˝ from the front stagnation point. For
Reynolds numbers (a,c) Re “ 4.2ˆ 104, (b,d) Re “ 4.2ˆ 105.
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A close inspection of the separated shear layer and cylinder near-wake is shown
in figure 9. In the figure, instantaneous span-wise vorticity isocontours (!z “ ˘15)
are used to visualise the structures in the boundary layer. The inception of small-
scale fluctuations, even at the subcritical Reynolds number of Re “ 3.0 ˆ 104 is
observed close to the cylinder apex (for reference in the figure, the angular position
at 90˝ is marked with a line). This is in contrast with the smooth cylinder in which
the flow separates laminarly and these small scale fluctuations are triggered in
the separated shear-layer in this regime (subcritical regime). Although not visible
in figures 9a,b, these boundary layer instabilities are triggered quite early (see
also figure 10). In figure 10, the time history and spectrum of the stream-wise
velocity fluctuations of three di↵erent numerical probes at (r, ✓q ” p0.54D, ✓q being
✓ “ 45˝, 70˝ and 90˝ for Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104 and Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105 are plotted. At 45˝
from the front stagnation point, the fluctuations in the boundary layer are barely
noticeably for Re “ 4.2ˆ 104. Actually, they appear as very small fluctuations on
top of the periodic behaviour of the velocity due to vortex shedding (see figure
10a). However, as the boundary layer evolves, fluctuations are amplified and at
✓ “ 70˝ become more significant. The inception of these fluctuations on top of
the regular variation of the velocity, can also be seen in the energy spectrum (see
figure 10c). In the figure, apart from the vortex shedding peak (fvs), there is a
broad-band peak at a larger frequency (marked in the figure as fBL). This peak
disappear in the background of the fluctuations at ✓ “ 90˝ once the boundary layer
is detached from the cylinder surface. It seems, however, that these instabilities
occur at a sublayer scale for the two lower Reynolds numbers (the numerical probes
are located at a radial distance of r{D “ 0.54) and they barely a↵ect the boundary
layer as can be seen in figure 9a,b at these locations. This is in agreement with
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Achenbach (1971), who observed that in the subcritical regime the boundary layer
was laminar up to the separation point.
At Re “ 4.2ˆ105, the boundary layer is in transition as early as at ✓ “ 45˝ and
small-scale fluctuations can be seen throughout the whole boundary layer (figure
9c). If compared to the smooth cylinder at Re “ 3.8 ˆ 105 and Re “ 5.3 ˆ 105
(figure 9d,e), it is possible to observe the changes roughness introduces in the
boundary layer. The magnitude of the fluctuations are larger than those observed
at the lower Reynolds numbers (see figure 10b). Also note the change in shape of
the energy spectrum at this Reynolds number and how the peak of the boundary
layer instabilities is almost embedded into the background fluctuations. At the
cylinder shoulder (i.e. ✓ “ 90˝), as for the lower Reynolds numbers, the flow
is already detached and turbulent shear-layers can be observed departing from
that location. After separation, the wake is more similar to the one observed for
the rough cylinder at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104 (see figure 8a), than the wake of smooth
cylinders at comparable Reynolds numbers. For the smooth cylinder boundary
layer instabilities are triggered near the cylinder apex, but transition to turbulence
occurs just after separation (Lehmkuhl et al., 2014; Rodr´ıguez et al., 2015) (see
figure 9d,e) giving place to a narrow wake. The fact that surface roughness triggers
flow fluctuations early forces the rapid separation, thus changing the topology of
the near wake as it is shown in the next section.
As mentioned earlier, the broad-band peak observed (marked in the figures
as fBL), is more evident for the two lower Reynolds numbers, i.e. Re “ 3 ˆ 104
and Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104. In figure 11, a comparison of the spectrum at ✓ “ 70˝ for
the three Reynolds numbers is plotted. The location of this peak does not seem
to vary with Reynolds number, being around f D{Uref “ 12.1 for all cases. A
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Fig. 11: Energy spectra of the stream-wise velocity fluctuations at ✓ “ 70˝ for the
di↵erent Reynolds numbers studied.
priori, one might think that this frequency, which seems to be associated with
the instabilities of the boundary layer, should vary with the Reynolds number as
the frequency of the instabilities in the shear layer does (fSL{fvs “ 0.0235Re0.67,
Prasad and Williamson (1997)). However, as instabilities are here triggered by
the surface roughness and not by a convective-type mechanism as in the smooth
cylinder in the subcritical regime (Rajagopalan and Antonia, 2005), then this peak
may be also associated with the surface roughness size. Note that if the frequency
of this peak is defined in terms of the roughness height, it corresponds with a non-
dimensional frequency centred at fk{Uref “ 0.242. The value of this frequency
is close to the values measured on mounted circular cylinders and hemispheres
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Fig. 12: Tangential velocity profiles (u✓{Uref ) along the boundary layer.
fk{Uref « 0.222 ´ 0.225 by Okamoto (1982) and on mounted spheres fk{Uref «
0.204 by Hajimirzaie et al. (2014). Nonetheless, as no parametric studies regarding
the roughness size are conducted in the present work, no conclusions can be derived
on the influence of the roughness size with the boundary layer instability frequency.
3.3 Boundary-layer and wake statistics
Tangential velocity profiles along the boundary layer in the vicinity of flow separa-
tion for all Reynolds numbers are plotted in figure 12. Velocity profiles are almost
the same for the three Reynolds numbers, but as the flow approaches separation
near the cylinder apex, the boundary layer for the lower Reynolds number becomes
thicker. Flow separation occurs close to the cylinder apex at all Reynolds num-
bers. However, here the location of the separation point is not determined by the
position where the wall stress becomes zero. As observed by Dutta et al. (2016),
for a rough surface the wall stress becomes zero because of flow reversal inside
the roughness sublayer rather than with separation of the flow from the surface.
Moreover, they found that actual flow separation is related with the location where
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the total stress becomes negative at the roughness crest. Following Dutta et al.
(2016), we have defined the location where flow reversal starts ✓r, as the angular
position where ⌧w “ µBu✓{Bn becomes zero and, the location of flow separation
✓sep as the angular position where the total stress at the roughness crest becomes
negative. The total stress is defined as
⌧crest “
´
µ
Bu✓
Bn ` ⇢
A
u1ru1✓
E¯
kcrest
(6)
In the above equation, µ accounts for both the fluid and the subgrid scale
viscosity. For the rough cylinder, it has been found that flow reversal starts as early
as ✓r « 78˝, whereas separation at all Reynolds numbers occurs close the cylinder
apex at ✓r « 85.5´ 88˝, similar to the values reported for the smooth cylinder in
the sub-critical regime. These locations are reported in Table 4. As can be seen,
although roughness a↵ects the location where transition to turbulence takes place,
the separation of the boundary layer for the two lower Reynolds numbers remains
almost the same as for the smooth cylinder. However for Re “ 4.2ˆ105, separation
is triggered early thus a↵ecting the topology of the near wake as will be discussed
later. The value of the total stress at the roughness crest has been also used to
determine whether the flow in the boundary layer is in the transitional or fully
rough regime. Although in the case of the cylinder the shear stress at the roughness
crest varies with the angular position, when it attains its maximum value (close to
the angular position of 70˝) the value of k` “ k u⌧ {⌫ « 60 for Re “ 3.0ˆ104 (with
u⌧ “ a⌧crest{⇢). This value increases up to k` « 1870 for the highest Reynolds
number. Thus, given these values it might be stated that for the lowest Reynolds
number the flow in the boundary layer is in the transitional rough regime, whereas
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Fig. 13: Integral boundary layer quantities. Dashed-dot: Smooth cylinder (data
from simulations from Lehmkuhl et al. (2014)); solid: rough cylinder, experimental
data by Gu¨ven et al. (1980); dashed: present calculation, Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105. (a)
Boundary layer thickness; (b) displacement thickness; (c) momentum thickness.
at the high Reynolds number it is fully rough for most of the forward part of the
cylinder.
In figure 13, the boundary-layer integral quantities for the rough case at Re “
4.2 ˆ 105 are compared with the experimental data by Gu¨ven et al. (1980) at
Re “ 3ˆ105, but for smaller roughness (k{D “ 2.66ˆ10´3) and with the smooth-
cylinder data at Re “ 3.8ˆ 105 (Lehmkuhl et al., 2014). Here,  95 is the location
where the velocity is 95% of the velocity outside the boundary layer,  1 and  2 are
the displacement and momentum boundary-layer thicknesses, respectively defined
as:
 1 “
ª  95
0
ˆ
1´ U
Ue
˙
dy;  2 “
ª  95
0
U
Ue
ˆ
1´ U
Ue
˙
dy. (7)
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Fig. 14: Mean velocity profiles. Dashed-dot: Smooth cylinder (Lehmkuhl et al.,
2014); triangle: rough cylinder, experimental data by Gu¨ven et al. (1980); circle:
corrected experimental data; dashed: present calculation, Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105. (a) ✓ “
73o; (b) ✓ “ 83o; (c) ✓ “ 93o; (d) ✓ “ 98o. y is the radial distance measured from
the roughness crest.
The expected trends can be observed: roughness increases all these quantities; they
also increase along the cylinder surface, especially near separation.
Velocity profiles at selected locations along the boundary layer are shown in
Figure 14. Comparison between the same three datasets are carried out. The near-
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wall behaviour of the experimental data (the filled triangles, digitized from Figure
3(b) in Gu¨ven et al. (1980)) is anomalous: the velocity does not appear to approach
U{Ue “ 0, but rather U{Ue “ 0.2. This behaviour is particularly noticeable in the
measurements at ✓ “ 98o: the flow here is separated, and negative velocities should
be expected near the wall; the experimental profile has the expected shape, with
a reversed concavity, but the velocity remains positive. We conjecture that the
anomalous behaviour is not caused by experimental error (which would have to be
of the order of 20%), but rather by a mislabelling of the axis. Therefore, we report
both the raw data digitized from the figure, and the one corrected according to
our conjecture (the filled circles).
Compared to the smooth-wall case, a significant momentum deficit is observed
in the rough-wall cylinders. This momentum deficit is responsible for the early
separation of the flow. Slightly negative velocities (due to the flow separation
behind the roughness elements) are observed below the crest. The agreement with
the (corrected) experimental data is remarkable, given the di↵erence in roughness
height between the two cases. This may be related to Townsend’s outer-layer
similarity hypothesis (Townsend, 1976), and is an issue that deserves further study.
Near-wake mean-field visualisations can provide further evidence of how rough-
ness a↵ects the flow behaviour. Figures 15 and 16 show the structure of the near
wake in terms of time-averaged first- and second-order statistics for Re “ 4.2ˆ105.
For comparison with the critical wake for the smooth cylinder, the same patterns
are shown at Re “ 5.3 ˆ 105. For the smooth cylinder in the onset of the critical
regime, the flow is asymmetric and symmetry is recovered at the end of the critical
regime (Lehmkuhl et al., 2014). Statistics are shown here at Re “ 5.3ˆ 105, once
the flow has recovered its symmetry (see Lehmkuhl et al. (2014) for details). Even
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Table 4: Angular positions for flow reversal ✓r and flow separation ✓sep in the
boundary layer. Comparison with the smooth cylinder at sub-critical and critical
Reynolds numbers.
Re ✓r ✓sep
3.0ˆ 104 78 88
4.2ˆ 104 78 87.5
4.2ˆ 105 77 85.5
3900 (smooth sub-critical) (Lehmkuhl et al., 2013) - 88
3.8ˆ 105 (smooth critical) (Lehmkuhl et al., 2014) - 145/219
5.3ˆ 105 (smooth critical) (Lehmkuhl et al., 2014) - 148
though the flow past the rough cylinder is at di↵erent regimes, i.e., subcritical at
Re “ 3.0 ˆ 104, critical at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104 and transcritical at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105, for
the surface roughness heigh in this study, di↵erences in the separation point are
not large enough to change the wake topology behind the cylinder, which remains
almost the same regardless of the Reynolds number. For this reason in figures 15
and 16 only the wake for Re “ 4.2ˆ 105 is shown.
The overall shape of the near wake, especially the first-order statistics, resem-
bles the wake of the smooth cylinder in the subcritical regime (see for instance
figures 4-9 of Dong et al. (2006) at Re “ 1.0 ˆ 104 or figures 6 and 8 in U¨nal
and Atlar (2010) at Re “ 4.13 ˆ 104). In figure 15, contour plots of the stream-
wise velocity, span-wise vorticity and pressure coe cient are shown for the near
wake. The minimum velocity deficit in the wake centreline is xuy {Uref “ ´0.265,
slightly smaller than for Re “ 3 ˆ 104 and Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104 (see table 5). These
values are quite close to those of the smooth cylinder. Nonetheless, the overall
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Fig. 15: Transcritical wake topology at Re “ 4.2ˆ105. Comparison with the smooth
cylinder at Re “ 5.3ˆ 105. First order statistics: (a,b) stream-wise velocity; (c,d)
span-wise vorticity; (e,f) pressure coe cient.
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wake topology at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105 is quite di↵erent when compared to the smooth
cylinder at Re “ 5.3ˆ105. The wake is much wider than that of the critical smooth
cylinder. As mentioned in the previous section, roughness triggers early transition
to turbulence and boundary layer separation. Thus, turbulent shear layers depart
almost parallel to each other, similar to the way laminar shear layers separate
from the cylinder in the subcritical regime (see figures 15c). Due to this early
separation, the wake is wider than that of the smooth cylinder. For the critical
smooth cylinder, shear layers are bent towards the wake centreline (see figure 15d)
changing the way vortices are shed into the wake and the topology of the vor-
tex formation region, as reported in Lehmkuhl et al. (2014) and Rodr´ıguez et al.
(2015). Stream-wise velocity iso-contours are also di↵erent, with the cross-stream
separation between velocity maxima in the wake larger for the rough cylinder in
comparison with the smooth critical cylinder (see figure 15a). Moreover, pressure
patterns are completely di↵erent, pressure levels being higher, and the minimum
occurs in the front face of the cylinder, approximately at 70˝ (see also the com-
parison in figure 6c), whereas for the critical smooth cylinder pressure reaches a
minimum near the cylinder shoulder with a higher base pressure.
Although first order statistics are similar to those in the subcritical regime,
second-order statistics patterns are rather di↵erent for the rough cylinder. Reynolds
stresses peaks, together with their location, for all Reynolds numbers, are also given
in Table 5. For comparison, these quantities for the subcritical and critical smooth
cylinders are also included. Note that the peak values for the rough cylinder are
the largest, as will be discussed hereafter. It is well known that, for the smooth
cylinder, the topology and peaks for the Reynolds stresses remain almost the same
throughout the whole subcritical regime (see also values reported in Cantwell and
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Fig. 16: For caption see facing page
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Fig. 16: Transcritical wake topology at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105. Comparison with the
smooth cylinder at Re “ 5.3 ˆ 105. Second order statistics: (a,b) stream-wise
normal Reynolds stresses; (c,d) cross-streamwise normal Reynolds stresses; (e,f)
shear Reynolds stresses; (g,h) turbulent kinetic energy.
Coles (1983) at Re “ 1.1ˆ 105). However, although the topology of the near wake
for the rough cylinder is almost the same for the three Reynolds numbers studied,
the peak values for Re “ 4.2ˆ 105 are consistently higher than those observed at
the two lower Reynolds numbers (about 10% larger). These magnitudes, with the
exception of the normal stream-wise Reynolds stresses peak, are attained just after
the closure of the recirculation bubble (see Table 5). Moreover, a noticeable di↵er-
ence with the smooth cylinder in both the sub-critical and critical regimes is the
larger magnitude of the Reynolds stresses, about 20% higher than the subcritical
regime and more than 300% if compared to the critical regime. The latter e↵ect is
expected as an important part of the Reynolds stresses comes from the coherent
component contribution (Ma et al, 2000; Cantwell and Coles, 1983), which is re-
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duced in the critical regime due to the narrowing of the wake; the wider the wake
the larger the contribution of the coherent component to the Reynolds stresses.
As previously mentioned, fluctuations are triggered early in the boundary layer
at all Reynolds numbers. These fluctuations are visible in the averaged field in the
front side of the cylinder; fluctuations follow the cylinder surface curvature (see
figure 16). This is in contrast with the smooth cylinder in the subcritical regime
where fluctuations are triggered in the detached shear-layer (see for instance Dong
et al. (2006); Ekmekci and Rockwell (2010)) or for the critical just after separation
(see figure 16b,d,f,h). Although Reynolds stresses maxima are of the same order for
all Reynolds numbers, the loci of the maxima and velocity minimum are changed
as these locations depend on the length of the vortex formation zone which changes
with the Reynolds number (it decreases as the flow for the rough cylinder moves
from the subcritical to the transcritical regime, see tables 2 and 5).
A detailed comparison between the di↵erent Reynolds numbers is shown in
figures 17, 18 and 19, where the near-wake statistics in the recirculation zone at
selected locations are given. As the length of the recirculation region behind the
cylinder (the distance from the cylinder rear end to the stream-wise location in
the wake centreline where the stream-wise velocity is zero, see table 3) changes
depending on the Reynolds number, to make comparable the flow statistics in
the near wake they are plotted at stream-wise locations normalised by the length
of the recirculation zone, xˆ{Lr, with xˆ “ x ´ 0.5D. In the figures, statistics are
plotted at xˆ{Lr “ 0.5 and 1. Moreover, the statistics for the smooth cylinder
at Re “ 3900 (subcritical regime, Lehmkuhl et al. (2013)) and for the critical
regime at Re “ 5.3 ˆ 105 are also shown in the figures. Direct comparison of the
wake statistics with the smooth cylinder at Re “ 3.8ˆ 105 are not included as at
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Fig. 17: First order statistics in the recirculation region behind the cylinder. (a,c)
Stream-wise velocity and (b,d) cross-streamwise velocity at xˆ{Lr “ 0.5 and 1.
this Reynolds number the wake configuration is asymmetric due to the changes
occurring in the critical regime (see Lehmkuhl et al. (2014) for more details).
First order statistics in the recirculation zone (xˆ{Lr § 1) compare well with
the statistics for the smooth cylinder in the subcritical regime (Re “ 3900, see
figure 17). The topology of the near wake inside the recirculation zone depends on
the position of the shear layers and on the location where the recirculation bubble
closes. At the same time, the average location of the shear layers only depends
on the separation point from the cylinder surface (see values reported in Table
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4). This is the reason why the topology of the recirculation zone for the rough
cylinder resembles that of the smooth cylinder in the subcritical regime. Note that
for xˆ{Lr “ 0.5 and xˆ{Lr “ 1 stream-wise velocity profiles for the rough cylinder
and for the subcritical smooth cylinder at Re “ 3900 are nearly the same. As
commented previously, in both cases the separation of the boundary layer occurs
before the cylinder apex.
Regarding the second order statistics (see figures 18 and 19), as mentioned
previously, for the roughened cylinder the Reynolds stresses are higher than those
obtained for the smooth one. Note that stresses for the critical smooth cylinder
(Re “ 5.3ˆ 105) are the lowest ones and, due to the narrower wake, are confined
to a reduced zone close to the cylinder centreline. This is more relevant when the
stresses of the rough cylinder at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104 are compared to those for the
smooth cylinder at Re “ 5.3 ˆ 105. The shape, magnitude and location of the
peaks are completely di↵erent implying an important topology change due to the
surface roughness.
Further insight into the distribution of the turbulent intensities can be ob-
tained if the production of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is analysed. The
production of turbulent kinetic energy is
Pk “ ´
”
u11u11
Bu1
Bx1 ` u
1
2u
1
2
Bu2
Bx2 ` u
1
1u
1
2pBu1Bx2 `
Bu2
Bx1 q
ı
(8)
As the overall topology of the wake for the rough cylinder is quite similar to
the smooth subcritical cylinder, in figure 20, contours of the production of the
turbulent kinetic energy at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105 are compared to the smooth cylinders
at Re “ 3900. As can be seen in the figure, levels of TKE production in the wake
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Fig. 18: Second order statistics in the recirculation region behind the cylinder.
(a,c) Stream-wise normal and (b,d) cross-streamwise normal Reynolds stresses at
xˆ{Lr “ 0.5 and xˆ{Lr “ 1.
are comparable in both cases, with peaks equal to 0.366 and 0.34, respectively.
However, a region of TKE production can be observed on top of the roughness
surface with an overall maximum on the cylinder shoulders and in the separated
boundary layers. That is, part of the fluctuations observed in the near wake for
the rough cylinder comes from the production of turbulent kinetic energy in the
roughness sublayer and turbulent shear layers. This turbulent kinetic energy is
convected downstream to feed the wake. This might be the reason why normal
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Fig. 19: Second order statistics in the recirculation region behind the cylinder.
(a,c) Shear stresses and (b,d) turbulent kinetic energy at xˆ{Lr “ 0.5 and xˆ{Lr “ 1.
and shear stresses peaks for the rough cylinder are about 20% larger than those
for the smooth cylinder in the subcritical regime (see also table 5).
4 Concluding remarks
Large-eddy simulations of the flow past a rough cylinder at Reynolds number of
Re “ 3.0 ˆ 104, Re “ 4.2 ˆ 104 and Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105 and an equivalent sand-
grain roughness of height k “ 0.02D have been performed. An immersed boundary
method has been used to enforce the no-slip condition on the rough surface. Signif-
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(a) (b)
Fig. 20: Contours of the production of the turbulent kinetic field. (a) at Re “
4.2ˆ 105 (rough cylinder) (b) at Re “ 3900† (subcritical smooth cylinder). † Data
taken from author’s DNS(Lehmkuhl et al., 2013).
icant changes in the boundary layer and the flow topology behind the cylinder have
been observed, especially for the transcritical Reynolds number Re “ 4.2ˆ 105, as
a consequence of the roughness elements.
Roughness introduces velocity fluctuations in the boundary layer, which are
observed along the whole span of the cylinder. These fluctuations can be seen as
a broadband peak in the spectrum centred about fD{Uref “ 12.1, at all Reynolds
numbers. Transition to turbulence in the boundary layer is triggered as early as
45˝ from the cylinder front stagnation point for the higher Reynolds number, and
around 70˝ for the lower Reynolds numbers. Boundary layer separation occurs
before the flow reaches the cylinder apex as it does for the smooth sub-critical
cylinder. However, at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105, the flow separates early as the rough wall
boundary layer has less momentum near the wall. As a consequence, the drag
coe cient increases with respect to the smooth cylinder at comparable Reynolds
numbers.
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The wake characteristics are determined more by the location of the separation
rather than by the state of the boundary layer. The wake topology resembles that
of the smooth subcritical cylinder at all Reynolds numbers. At the largest Reynolds
number, i.e. at Re “ 4.2 ˆ 105, the flow would be expected to be in the critical
regime, but as roughness a↵ects the detachment of the boundary layer, the wake is
much wider than that of the critical smooth cylinder. Compared to this, Reynolds
stresses are higher and turbulent fluctuations are observed along the boundary
layer. This increase in the fluctuations might be attributed to a higher turbulent
kinetic energy production in both the boundary layer and separated shear layers.
This turbulent kinetic energy is then convected downstream to the wake behind
the cylinder.
Further research is needed in order to study the changes occurring in the
attached boundary layer. The role of the surface roughness in triggering the early
transition also deserves further study, as well as a comparison of di↵erent roughness
heights.
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A A note on the experimental measurements
A large scattering in the experimental measurements for the rough cylinder is observed. As in
the case of the smooth cylinder, some of these discrepancies might be attributed to the wind
tunnel blockage ratio, cylinder aspect ratio, turbulence intensity of the free-stream flow and
cylinder end conditions, amongst others (see discussion in Rodr´ıguez et al. (2015)). In table
6, a summary of the experimental conditions of the measurements used for comparison in the
present study are summarised.
In the experiments performed by Fage and Warsap (1929), glass paper was used for the
surface roughness, although the roughness parameter was not reported. Later, in Schlichting
(1979) these results were identified by their corresponding surface roughness parameter. The
values reported were uncorrected for wind tunnel blockage. However, the authors referred to
di↵erent end conditions issues caused by small gaps that might produce some departure from
ideal two-dimensional flow conditions.
In Achenbach (1971), a small aspect ratio cylinder of Lz{D “ 3.33 was used. Yet, in
Achenbach and Heinecke (1981) the authors commented on this subject pointing out that for
the rough cylinder no di↵erences were found in the models of Lz{D “ 3.33 and Lz{D “ 6.6.
Two out of the three roughness height used in Achenbach (1971) (i.e. ks{D “ 1.1 ˆ 10´3
and ks{D “ 4.5 ˆ 10´3) were obtained by using emery paper calibrated by pressure drop
measurements in a square duct and then comparing the results to those of Nikuradse (1950).
However, a rough calibration was made for the spherical roughness, by comparing the results
with those of Fage and Warsap (1929) giving as a result a roughness parameter of ks “ 0.55d
(where d is the diameter of the spheres). Uniform pyramids of rhomboid basic area were used
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as roughness elements in Achenbach and Heinecke (1981) which were calibrated based on the
results of Fage and Warsap (1929).
In general, all authors refer to the problem of estimating the e↵ective size of the roughness
so the values of ks{D in most of the measurements might represent a rough estimate (e.g.
Achenbach and Heinecke (1981); Buresti (1981); Gu¨ven et al. (1980)). For a larger compilation
and discussion of di↵erent experimental conditions and results the reader is referred to Gu¨ven
et al. (1980).
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